A shunting schedule in a railroad depot consists of instructions to allocate or move train-units in the field. In this paper, we propose a scheduling method which can reconstruct solution in response to various changes in operational conditions.
A shunting schedule in a railroad depot consists of instructions to allocate or move train-units in the field. In this paper, we propose a scheduling method which can reconstruct solution in response to various changes in operational conditions.
Under classification of train-units to be re-scheduled into two sets; one is a group of having invalid schedule (ISU) and another is a group of having valid schedule (VSU), the method is escalating the re-scheduling target by adding ISUs to a set of VSU and repeatedly solving a partial problem of the target until all the unit is processed. Based on the mathematical model which formalizes the problem as a kind of Flexible Job Shop Scheduling Problems (FJSSP), and two phase search process composed of resource allocation and time setting, the partial solution can be derived by an algorithm which uses Constraint Programming (CP) with domain-oriented heuristics.
The proposed method was applied to three imaginary depots which have different layout structures each other ( Fig.1 ) and tested numerically under several conditions. Fig.2 is an example of shunting schedulue made by the proposed method to Depot A. Feasible solutions of all the three depots can be generated from scratch, which means mak- As to the reconstruction of the schedule in response to various changes in operational conditions, numerical experiment was conducted under the following three kinds of testing data which suppose to be the typical kinds of changes at daily operations, (1)work delay, (2) incoming delay, (3) outgoing change. the data was randomlly generated on the pre-defined settings and the total number is 419. As a result of the experiment, feasible schedule with no resource conflict and no illegal movement time were obtained for all the data. Moreover, it was confirmed that the proposed method could generate feasible solution with a little amount of correction from the original schedule in terms of the two concrete evaluation criteria which count the changes of parking track and the changes of move order of each train unit respectively.
From these experiment results, it is showed that the proposed method can find a reasonable solution in a practical time while suppressing the differences from the original schedule. Therefore, by using this method, it is possible that the flexible decision support system for daily operation in railroad depot is realized. A shunting schedule in a railroad depot consists of instructions to allocate or move train-units in the field. In this paper, we propose a scheduling method which can reconstruct solution in response to various changes in operational conditions. Under classification of train-units to be re-scheduled into two sets; one is a group of having invalid schedule (ISU) and another is a group of having valid schedule (VSU), the method is escalating the re-scheduling target by adding ISUs to a set of VSU and repeatedly solving a partial problem of the target until all the unit is processed. Based on the mathematical model which formalizes the problem as a kind of Flexible Job Shop Scheduling Problems (FJSSP), the partial solution can be derived by an algorithm which uses Constraint Programming (CP) with domain-oriented heuristics. Being evaluated on some test cases, it is showed that the proposed method can find a reasonable solution in a practical time while suppressing the differences from the original schedule. 2. {1, · · · , m} M :
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